The DuraTime RC204 Wireless Ceiling Speakers are an attractive way to provide audio, yet keep the speakers out of sight. With their easy installation, just drop them into a 2’X2’ drop ceiling grid and connect to a 110VAC power outlet. The RC204 also comes with a 23” cross bar for facilities that have a 2’X4’ ceiling grid system.

The speaker features a highly reliable DuraTime Transceiver allowing you to send pre-recorded sounds, tones and messages throughout your facility. A RC102 Master Clock Package is required to operate the system.

Features:

- Audio Player
- Tone Generator
- Over 70 pre-recorded announcements, sounds and tones
- Power Adapter
- 2.4 GHz, Direct Sequence, Spread Spectrum Technology
- Operates on the Industrial, Scientific and Medical band
- AES 128 bit data encryption for secure, reliable communications
- Assembled in the U.S.A.
- FCC part 15.247 certified, CE certified
- 18 Watts
- 8” Polypropylene woofer with rubber surround
- 3/4” Mylar dome tweeter
- Frequency Response: 50Hz - 20kHz
- Sensitivity: 90 +/- 3 dB
- Impedance: 8 ohms
- Dimensions: 23”W x 23”H x 6”D
- Weight: 7.1 lbs.
- Color: White

The louvers send the sound out in a 360 degree pattern vs. straight to the floor like other ceiling speakers.